**On Your Schedule!**

Designed for the employed individual who needs fast and flexible training options to optimize their job skills. Six & twelve month programs available.

Train remote or in-center, when you want to, while maintaining on-demand access to Ve-I instructors. Training lessons also available 24/7 for self-study.

Remote Attendance: Tap directly into our training center remotely and work with our on-staff instructors, on-demand, like you would in a physical training room. Instructors can talk to you and view your workstation session to assist or share their own screen to lecture.

In-Center Attendance: For a small, one-time, incremental fee, students can upgrade their program and attend training in our physical training center. As always, our instructors are available on-demand when you need them. Ve-I provides the facility, workstation & software required to execute the coursework. You can attend based on your schedule, not ours. Attendance need not be contiguous. We accommodate your schedule!

If you do not see what you want listed, just ask! Older software revisions supported.

---

**CREO Skills Optimization Program**

Live Instructors “On-Demand” Unlimited Instructor Access All Guaranteed-to-Run! Remote and In-Center On Your Schedule!

For existing and new Creo users. This program is for the individual who wants to take command of their modeling skills. You will have unlimited access to all Creo training available through Visible Edge Institute, all in one low cost, rapid ROI package. Ask for approval once, get access to everything for up to 12 months! No more going back to the well every time you want to take a class.

This is NOT the limited, on-line training bundled with your Creo seat. Please read on for more shocking details...

---

Visible Edge, Inc.
38 Technology Way
The Millyard Technology Park
Nashua, New Hampshire 03060
Telephone: (603) 595-1422
Email: Ve-I@visible-edge.com
Website: www.visible-edge.com

Please visit our website for more program details: https://www.visible-edge.com/skills-optimization/
Creo Learning

Foundational Creo Modeling Concepts
- Creo Updates (from any older version)
- Intro to Parametric Modeling - Fundamentals
- Intro to Parametric Modeling - Productivity Tools
- Detailing & Engineering Drawings
- Creating 3-D Drawings
- Advanced Modeling
- Advanced Assembly Design
- Sheetmetal Design
- Model Based Definition
- Detailing using Tolerancing & GD&T
- GD&T Advisor

Simulation
- Simulate Live!
- Flow Analysis
- Intro to Creo Simulate & FEA
- Using Mathcad with a Parametric Modeler
- Manikin (Human Factors)
- Behavioral Modeling
- Mechanism Simulation
- Mechanism Design
- Pro/PROGRAM

Creo Learning (cont.)

Industrial Design
- Surfacing, Interactive Surface Design
- Flexible Modeling, Freestyle Surface Design

Advanced Manufacturing
- Turning & Milling
- Process for Assemblies
- Mold/ Mold Flow Design
- Additive Manufacturing (3D Printing)
- Advanced Turning and Multi-task Machining

Electrical & Routed Systems
- Introduction to Schematics
- ECAD-MCAD Collaboration
- Routed Systems Designer (RSD)
- Cabling using Parametric Modeling
- Piping using Parametric Modeling
- Piping Schematic Design using RSD

Graphics & Animation
- Augmented Reality with Vuforia
- Animation & Rendering with Keyshot
- Creo Render Studio

Mathcad
- Introduction to Mathcad
- Using Mathcad with a Parametric Modeler

These are all the full comprehensive training courses that can be taken remotely or in-center, both with on-demand instructors. This is the “I’ve got to get out of my office to focus”, “I need to speak to an instructor when I need them”, “I can’t possibly remember all this, I’m really glad I can call a VE instructor on-demand”, “I can’t stop to sharpen my ax, I’m too busy trying to cut this tree down”, “I can’t believe how much I learned I think my head is going to explode” type of training, but in a superior, flexible, self-paced, instructor on-demand, interactive, learning environment that works around your schedule.

Did we mention it will make you smarter?

So, not convinced because you think you know it all already, maybe because you have been using Creo since Pro/ENGINEER days, maybe even since it was introduced? Take our “You don’t know what you don’t know” challenge. We offer a money back guarantee if you don’t feel you have made significant improvement in your modeling & detailing skills to justify the cost of the program. Ask for details!

Optional Bonus Pack
- Lean Management Certification
- Agile /Scrum, Microsoft Project, Visio
- Fundamentals of GD&T ASME Y14.5
- Intro to Windchill PDMLink for Heavy Users